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Chapter 4

BEHAVIOR CHANGE APPROACH:
A METRIC TO PROMOTE AND
SUSTAIN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Fotouh Al-Ragom*, PhD
Energy Efficiency Technologies Program,
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research, Kuwait

ABSTRACT
The general trend in efficiency programs involves using
technological and economical tools. These tools can support decision
making specifically for program implementation justification (technoeconomic validation). Once the programs are in place, the success of
these programs lies in the proper adaptation and retained dedication of
project stakeholders or end-users. Hence psychology and behavioral
economics tools can be used to capture culture and psychology trends to
devise comprehensive energy efficiency programs that can eliminate
technologies adoption barriers. Such comprehensive programs will
incorporate energy-focused behavior change interventions. This chapter
reviews available energy-focused behavior change programs highlights
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behavior biases and gaps and describes a behaviorally informed design
scheme that can be utilized as a tool for developing energy efficiency
behavior change interventions.

Keywords: behavior informed design, behavior change techniques, energy
efficiency, design thinking

INTRODUCTION
“Changing behavior and reducing the per capita energy usage is
tantamount to having found a new source of energy. Resource
consumption and dependence offset in tandem rather than separately.”
(Frederiks, Stenner, Hobman, et al., 2015). Harnessing this new source can
be of paramount effect to energy consumption and demand. Moreover, to
ensure the realization of the maximum efficiency of a system, subsystems
efficiencies must be optimized. In energy systems, subsystems will include
system/technology adaption by end-users/consumers and their behavior
change. Behavior change can propagate faster than infrastructure or
technology transfer. It can also ensure the sustained use of systems and
technologies. Behavior change is governed by behavioral economics and
psychology. Understanding behavior change theory, norms, gaps and
failure modes will provide insights into cognitive biases related to energyrelated behavior hence explaining why individuals fail to commit to energy
efficiency. Energy conservation behavior studies trace back to the 70s after
the first Arab Oil Embargo (Shihata, 1974). These empirical studies show
that to reform energy consumption behavior several factors need to be
considered including rewards (financial) followed by feedback of
behavioral performance, exhortation and information. The finical rewards
are the most effective while information dissemination was found to be the
least effective (Foxx1 & Hake, 1977), (Hayes & Cone, 1977). Kohlenberg
et al. concluded that both cash incentives and feedback combined can
maximize the reduction in electrical consumption while information
dissemination such as the equipment power requirements had a very small
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affect on energy consumption patterns. They also noted that the removal of
experimental treatments (ex. removal of energy consumption feedback
device) reverted the consumption to pre- treatment patterns of consumption
(Kohlenberg, Phillips, & Proctor, 1976).
In 1977, Milstein conducted an empirical study to assess the
knowledge and behavior of the American consumers regarding energy
conservation (Jeffrey S. Milstein, 1977). This study analyzed survey data
gathered by the U.S. Federal Energy Administration in efforts to assess the
effect of the Arab Oil embargo on energy conservation/consumption. The
study spanned over 2 years (from 1974-1976) with 1000-1200
person/month were queried in 48 states through telephone calls (12-20
minutes). He evaluated several factors affecting behavior including the
following:








Awareness: A majority is aware of the U.S. energy problem due to
the Oil embargo and that there is a public understanding of its
implications yet, they will not take actions to conserve unless they
“know how and why they should”.
Attitude: Milstein explained that what people say and what they do
is totally different and that virtually everyone is for energy
conservation but in the abstract. He elaborated that “there is a
great discrepancy between lip service and action” and that
people may not accurately report on their own behavior.
Lack of Knowledge: He addressed the importance of lack of
knowledge, as consumers sometimes do not know how to save
energy and that there are some misconceptions.
Other: He evaluated other factors including conveniences and
comforts and concluded that Americans (while not a universal
trend) highly value indulgence and comfortable life. This, in fact,,
can apply to other nations around the world, in materialistic
societies. He also evaluated scepticism and cynicism and showed
that energy conservation actions are being mitigated because the
consumers are a sceptic that their actions/sacrifices will be carried
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equitably by others such as the government and the industry. He
also highlighted the importance to use motives, the desire to
financial benefits and to induce people to save energy (Jeffrey S.
Milstein, 1977).

In recent studies such as the one by Frederiks et al. (Frederiks, Karen,
& Hobman, 2015) the authors indicated that consumer choices and
behavior are governed by cognitive biases and heuristics. They elaborated
that people are driven by loss aversion rather than gain, use relative rather
than absolute evaluation and prefer lower certainties over higher risks.
According to the discussed studies and other several behavior studies, it
has been shown that people can think and act differently and cannot
maintain behavior change over a long period of time. Often a gap between
people knowledge, value, attitude and intention and their observable
energy consumption behavior is found. Hence people even when they
know about the environmental benefits using a greener technology such as
using solar panels, they do not adopt such a technology. Not adopting such
a technology while knowing its benefits are not necessarily an indicator of
low environmental values. This poses difficulties in predicting consumer
behavior. While many think that household energy consumption is driven
by financial incentives as indicated by Milstein (Jeffrey S. Milstein, 1977),
other behavioral economics studies explain that other factors dictate
consumers’ behavior. These factors include biases such as the status quo,
loss and risk aversion, sunk-cost effects, time and space (temporal and
spatial) discounting, and the availability bias (Chatzidakis & Lee, 2013).
Thus the behavior assessment is a vast field. Many factors can contribute
to either promoting or hindering a targeted behavior. This chapter will shed
some light on some factors that can be of influence on behavior in
anticipation that it can provide a better understanding of behavior
physiological factors. This understanding can aid in designing adaptable
energy efficiency interventions that can aid in developing a targeted longlasting behavior change.
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BEHAVIOR GAPS
Despite the individuals’ awareness, values, preferences and intention
towards energy efficiency, sustainability or any socially desirable behavior,
their actions do not coincide with their intentions and their values and
attitudes fail to materialize into technologies purchases. Connolly and
Prothero’s argued that while individuals feel empowered and responsible
for environmental issues, their insecurities of not knowing what the ‘best’
or ‘right’ choices are can hinder their involvement in pursuing or adopting
options that are inline with best environmental practice (Connolly &
Prothero, 2008). Often attitudes, intentions and behavior do not correlate
well, which can lead to a low adoption rate of energy-saving measures by
the consumers (Baker, 2003). This can hamper the desired effect from
awareness campaigns, which assume that increasing the consumers’
knowledge will alter their behavior and guarantee long-term adoption of
efficient practices. Hence the analysis of the behavior gaps can be used to
understand the energy consumption behavior and consumer preferences.
Various behavior gaps exist, which can aid, once understood in designing
successful behavior change campaigns as shown in Figure 1.

Attitude-Action Gap
This gap represents the discrepancy between consumers’ expressed
preferences for energy efficiency practice or technology adoption and their
actual willingness/unwillingness to commit is commonly referred to as the
attitude-behavior/action gap (Barnett, 2007; Clarke, Barnett, Cloke, &
Malpass, 2007; Claudy, Peterson, & Driscoll, 2013; Moraes, Carrigan, &
Szmigin, 2012). The attitude-behavior gap was addressed by several
authors and many have demonstrated that attitude-behavior inconsistencies
exist as some case studies have shown that positive attitudes towards
behaviors will not necessarily lead to the performance of the intended
behavior. Marius et al. argued that when focusing only on attitudebehaviour, reasons against adoption will not be evident (Claudy et al.,
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2013). By applying behavioral reasoning theory on consumer adoption of
solar panels they have concluded that it is important to reduce reasons
against adoption in order to increase the adoption of the panels and other
renewable energy technologies in the future. Chatzidakis and Lee
supported the phenomena of negation and affirmation in reasons theory as
they highlighted how the ‘‘reasons against’’ consumption are not always
the logical opposite of the ‘‘reasons for’’ consumption (Chatzidakis & Lee,
2013).
They have explained that the reasons against adoption of solar panels
included the high cost of renewable energy technologies due to the
conventional energy government direct/indirect subsidies, and discussions
of stakeholders on the financial payback time of renewable energy
investment decisions (Claudy et al., 2013).

Figure 1. Identified behavior gaps.
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Knowledge-Action Gap
Verplanken and Wood argued that in the long run informational
interventions will not succeed. They stressed the importance of sustaining
habits for behavior change by considering the socio-structural factors.
They suggest that repeatability can lead to decision withdrawal and that
behavior can be mechanically prompted by contextual and environmental
factors (Verplanken & Wood, 2006). Newton and Meyer pointed that
“attitudes and behaviors are highly dynamic which prompts changes at any
point in time” (Newton & Meyer, 2013). Psychological barriers, not
knowing how to change, is amplified in high-cost energy conservation
behavior. Lacroix and Gifford (Lacroix & Gifford, 2017) explain that
ignorance (as a barrier to behavior change) might not be a barrier for a
low-cost behavior (ex. taking shorter showers) but it may apply in a highcost behavior (ex. installing solar panels).

Intention-Action Gap
Newton and Meyer, 2013, illustrated that, in the conceptual framework
for consumption research, urban locality, dwelling, household and
individuals all contribute to the actual consumption. While the
determinants of consumption include the demand side (individuals,
households and the settings related to their dwelling, urban location or
social surroundings) and the supply side (a technological innovation of key
infrastructures, systems and services), the individuals and households
behavior change can hold a faster rate of sustainability transformation.
They implied that the change is possible in both determinants, yet the
timescale required is considerable for the supply side which explains the
amplified government's interest in behavior change policies and programs
(Newton & Meyer, 2013; UNEP, 2011). In addition, they highlighted that
several research studies on urban resource use are finding a gap
between attitudes and actions as individuals’ behavior and their intentions
(Gilg & Barr, 2005; Lorenzoni, Nicholson-Cole, & Whitmarshb, 2007).
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Newton and Meyer used the lifestyle segmentation (LSS) in studying
actual consumption behavior. While they have detected three clusters
“committed greens”, “material greens” and enviro-sceptics” which
validated typology, they could not detect any consumption behavior
variation across the three clusters. They reasoned that the current gap
between intentions and action is due to the range of barriers to sustainable
consumption. These barriers include lack of relevant knowledge;
availability of information; organizational challenges, i.e., how to get it
done; time (temporal) constraints, similar to (Chatzidakis & Lee, 2013);
and financial constraints (return on investment).

Value-Action Gap
This gap describes how individuals place a high value on an issue and
the low level of action they take to counteract in an attempt to reform the
issue in concern. Environmental behavior studies demonstrate that, in view
of climate change, even though Americans and Canadians citizens think
that climate change is a serious problem and that scientific evidence is
proving the link between human activity and the climate change, they are
still engaged in activities that lead to GHG emissions (Lacroix & Gifford,
2017; Leiserowitz, 2006; Lorenzoni et al., 2007). Blake theorized that,
based on research evaluation, “ that people do not have a fixed, rational
and ready-made set of values that will be activated by particular calls to
action; rather people's values are negotiated, transitory and sometimes
contradictory” (Blake, 1999). From baseline research based on
questionnaires and face-to-face interviews in Huntingdonshire sustainable
community project in which respondents despite their general concern for
the environment, were asked to identify the barriers or reasons that
prevented them from carrying out particular environmental actions. The
responses were summarized and coded. Three different categories of
obstacles were identified between concern and action. These categories are
as follows:
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Individuality: Personal attitudes or cognitive structure can prevent
an individual from taking action because of several reasons
including laziness, lack of interest, not having a self-belief in being
the right person for action.
Responsibility: The belief that external (government, groups)
control rather than internal control (individual) can create a
difference in changing the situation is another barrier to action.
The lack of responsibility is also amplified in those individuals
who do not own the property they live in. They lack the motivation
to take action even if they value environmental concerns related to
rational consumption.
Practicality: Some practical constraints (social or institutional)
may prevent people from adopting an action, irrespective of their
values or intentions. These include lack of time, money, physical
space, information, encouragement and experience (UK Essays
2015).

Thus, according to Blake, the importance of different barriers to action
will vary widely in different communities. Different appropriate strategies
need to be designed for specific individuals, communities and institutions.
As he clearly states that “There can never be a blueprint for encouraging
environmental action”.
The behavior gaps discussed above can hinder any behavior
intervention program. Hence understanding these gaps and mitigating their
effects is essential to interventions success. These gaps usually are
happening on the subconscious level. Thus if such gaps are pointed out to
the targeted individuals, they might be more aware of their actions which
might lead to a behavior change that can match their values and attitudes.
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Figure 2. The most pervasive behavior biases.

BIASES
A stimulus can alter an intended behavior of humans by invoking
certain biases. Accordingly, understanding these biases can help in
adjusting behavior to achieve the desired target such as promoting
sustainable energy and energy efficiency. Figure 2 illustrates the most
powerful human biases including status Quo, loss and risk aversion, sunk
cost effects, temporal and spatial discounting, and availability. While other
biases exist the most pervasive one will be discussed. These are important
as a large body of research indicates that biases can affect individuals’
decisions even when cost-benefit shows advantageous options.

Status Quo
Humans tend to go with the flow and resist change (i.e., Status Quo).
Individuals prefer to follow the status quo even when new alternatives
might be of financial benefits or materially advantageous (Frederiks,
Stenner, Hobman, et al., 2015; Kahneman, Knetsch, Thaler, Johnson, &
Professor, 1991; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Samuelson & Zeckhauser,
1988). When individuals get overwhelmed with too many options, they
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usually prefer the easier option which is, choose nothing rather than face
the risk of the new and unknown. “People don’t like change, and they often
don’t choose to change a current choice, even if the options available are
better than the status quo” (Jewel 2015). Understanding this bias can aid in
designing well-suited programs for energy efficiency through behavior
change. Opower is an example of a company that utilized behavioral
economics in the energy field. Opower, owned by Oracle, is a provider of
customer engagement and energy efficiency cloud services to utilities
(Oracle, 2016). Opower provides customer engagement platforms for
utilities. Opower products are being used by more than 100 utilities in 9
countries. More than 50 million homes are being served by Opower
through demand-side management platforms. Opower management
platforms which were developed using design thinking methodology
informs customers about their energy consumption, and provide
personalized ways to save energy and money. Thus their focus is on
tailoring solutions to serve the needs of their customers.

Loss and Risk Aversion
The loss/risk aversion in behavior economics arise from prospect
theory. Prospect theory is a behavioral model defined by Kahneman and
Tversky in 1979 (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). It explains how people
choose between alternatives under risk and uncertainty. They theorized that
people value gains and losses differently, and, will base decisions on
perceived gains rather than perceived losses. People value certain
outcomes rather than taking risks for higher gains involving some
uncertainty, this is termed as the certainty effect. The certainty effect
contributes to lose/risk aversion. Risk aversion is in selecting choices that
involve sure gains and loss aversion (avoid taking risks) in choices that
involve sure losses. Thus, if a person is given two equal choices, one
expressed in terms of possible gains and the other in possible losses, he/she
would choose the former, even when they achieve the same economic end
result.
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Sunk Cost Effect
Once a valued resource such as effort, time, and money is invested,
people tend to become fixated (persistent) in an endeavour and avoid new
opportunities even if the valued recourse becomes risky. This is known as
the “sunk cost” (Arkes & Blumer, 1985; Garland, 1990; Kahneman et al.,
1991; Newport, 1991; Thaler, 1980). Individuals would prefer to recover
losses already suffered and discount future costs and benefits. An example
of that is when keeping a losing stock and holding it hoping that it will
recover. Fredericks et al. (Frederiks, Stenner, Hobman, et al., 2015) argued
that this might stem from “Don’t waist rule” learned through childhood,
where abandoning an option is like waiting (ex. food). Based on research
findings it has been suggested that the rate of use of a good or a service
increases as the purchase value increases (Arkes & Blumer, 1985). As an
example enduring costs for purchasing cars, appliances can increase their
use. Hence cars are driven more; appliances are used more often even if
not needed (Wolfram 2013). Dixit and Pindyck (1994) proposed a model
of investment behavior. This model explains that procrastination of
technology adoption when faced with future development uncertainty, can
be a rational option. Van Soest and De Groot empirically tested and
validated that model (van Soest and de Groot 2011).

Temporal and Spatial Discounting
Discounting can be defined as the “technique for comparing the values
of costs and benefits which occur at different points in time” (Baum,
Easterling, Baum, & Easterling, 2010). Temporal (time) or Spatial (space,
distance), discounting include comparing values of an opportunity when
considering timeframe or distance (location, space availability). Temporal
and spatial discounting are sometimes linked and both can affect the
perception of consequences of actions (Baum, 2012; Peattie, 2010).
Analyzing temporal and special discounting can help in understanding how
humans discount across space and time. Decisions are affected when
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considering the timeframe of any given choice or option. Temporal frame
whether it’s daily, monthly or yearly contributes to loss aversion. Energy
efficiency measures require initial investments, while the benefits are
realized later in time. Hence when framing any customer-focused
messages, temporal discounting need to be taken into consideration, to
minimize the effect of the initial cost incurred and highlight the future
savings that will be realized.
Gill found that framing energy savings opportunity on a monthly basis
can encourage its adaptation (Gill, 2015) and reduce the temporal
discounting. The “pennies-a-day” strategy, in which an aggregate expense
is represented on small daily or ongoing expense can provide and
explanation of Gill’s finding (Gourville, 1998). This concept explains why
customers prefer monthly subscription of magazines, internet or mobile
plans rather than the yearly subscription. Delayed gratification can also be
offset by either providing small immediate rewards (ex. praise, recognition,
in-kind gifts) or using a technique known as ‘episodic future thinking’
(Frederiks, Stenner, & Hobman, 2015). Episodic future thinking involves
describing future rewards in a more vivid and tangible way (Hershfield et
al., 2011; Kim, Schnall, & White, 2013; Oluyomi Daniel, Stanton, &
Epstein, 2013).
Socio-spatial distance is the effect of the resistance on the person
willingness to take action. Busse and Menzel examined the impact
of social-spatial distance adolescents' willingness to engage in proenvironmental behavior (Busse & Menzel, 2014).
The literature on spatial discounting related to various issues can
highlight the link between spatial discounting and risk perception. Baum et
al. showed that climate change adaptation is affected by spatial discounting
(Baum et al., 2010). People spatially discount the instrumental value of
different locations which led some to migrate to these locations. Horst
evaluated spatial discounting on wind farm acceptance. He explained that
while the concept of some services (i.e., renewable energy) is accepted by
the studied population in principle, the residents opposed such service in
practice. This phenomenon is known as; not in my back yard (NIMBY)
behavior. He elaborated that NIMBY was affected by the living proximity
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of the population (Van Der Horst, 2007). Hence those living close to the
site of a proposed windfarm are opposed to it because of the level of risk
perception. On the other hand, those who lived further away from an
existing windfarm are also opposed to it as they lack the local experience
which can affect their perception benefits. He added that once the projects
were started the opposition rate dropped. Thus, spatial discounting, as well
as temporal discounting, is not static but dynamic in nature.

DESIGN THINKING METHODOLOGY
“We cannot solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we
use when we created them”.
Albert Einstein

Commonly a system, device, technology or intervention is developed
to serve a certain need or solve an existing problem then once developed; it
has to be marketed to push towards its utilization. On the other hand,
People, the end users, are the core of design thinking. People are the users
of buildings, equipment and new gadgets. Hence, design thinking is an
approach that puts “human needs, capabilities and behavior in the first
place, and then applies technical and design tools to accommodate those
needs and ways of behaving.” (Kuzniatsou 2016). Design thinking invokes
innovation and creativity. It is defined by Tim Brown CEO of IDEO, an
international design and consulting firm in California USA, as follows:
“Design thinking is a human-centred approach to innovation that draws
from the designer's toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities
of technology, and the requirements for business success.” (IDEO 2017).
Services, products, devices developed using design thinking, will
resonate more deeply with people making them easily adaptive for a longer
period. The origin of design thinking can be linked to “The Sciences of the
Artificial,” Nobel Prize laureate Herbert Simon, published in 1969
(Herbert A. Simon, 1996). He developed the first formal 7 steps framework
for design thinking. Currently, there are different alternatives to the
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number of steps ranging from 3 to 7. While there is no standardized model
for design thinking, each industry develops it's own using a basic
framework that is common to all design thinking processes. The practices
that were developed at d.school at Stanford University involve a 5 steps
model will be discussed here (Stanford, 2017). This framework consists of
the following five steps (Rikke and Teo, 2017-a):






Empathize: In simple terms, empathy means the ability to feel and
understand the feelings of others. Thus emphasize mode is what a
person can do to understand people needs (physical and
emotional). Since usually when a system developer or designer
work to solve a problem it is rarely his/her own. Accordingly, the
empathy must be built for the users in order to understand how
they feel and think. One can develop empathy through observing
others behavior, engaging with users through questionnaires and
interviews and immersing in the user's experience by actually
living in the situation. By doing that, insights can be revealed that
can lead to innovative solutions.
Define: After developing empathy for the user, and based on the
gathered information, this step is all about making sense and
defining the problem statement and then coming up with an
actionable problem statement. This stage will start the process for
the following stage “Ideation” by asking the questions “How might
we do ….?” (SAP 2017).
Ideate: This step is all about generating a wide range of ideas. It is
not about coming up with the best one, as this comes at a later
stage. Thus the focus is ideas generation to create, think outside
the box, (innovative) solutions for the users. There are numerous
techniques for ideation stage including Brainstorming,
bodystorming, stoking, worst possible idea and SCAMPER
(Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify/Magnify/Minify, Put to
another use, eliminate and Reverse) (Rikke and Teo 2017-b). The
working team can vote on three ideas to carry them out for the next
step that is prototyping.
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Prototype: In this step, ideas are transferred to the physical world.
The physical forms can be post-it-notes, role playing, an object, a
storyboard or an interface. The prototypes allow the users and the
designers to interact with the idea in design to test functionality.
This is an experimental stage to help in selecting the best solution.
The solutions can be rejected, redesigned or accepted based on the
interaction and user experience. Rejected/redesigned solutions can
help in reformulating the problem statement to come up with a
better solution if none has been achieved. At this stage, the design
team will be well informed about the product problems, how the
users will feel, think and interact with the end product.
Test: This mode will allow receiving feedback on the created
prototypes from the end users. If the users like the prototype, then
you need to know why. The prototype is tested by end-users and
the design team can monitor how it is being used or misused, how
they interact with it and listen to what they say about it and note
the questions they have about it. Testing allows refinement of the
solutions to make them better.

An example of an energy saving product that was developed using
design thinking is the NEST thermostat. The thermostat main design driver
was the frustration of programming old thermostats. This driver guided
Tony Fadell, a former Senior Vice President at Apple, who was building an
energy efficient house at that time. Tony engaged experts, contractors,
conducted research, evaluated other versions of thermostats, and
interviewed users to come up with the NEST. NEST through its learning
algorithm known as “Autoschedule” develops a customer-tailored
schedule. The development of NEST is an example of design thinking
approach that is being used in energy efficiency (Nest Labs 2017). D. light
is another example of employing design thinking in energy efficiency. D.
light is a company with a mission to: “enable households without reliable
electricity to attain the same quality of life as those with electricity.” The
founders of the company developed their idea during a design thinking
course at Stanford University. They have arrived at their design while
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attending a design thinking class at Stanford University titled Design for
Extreme Affordability. They immersed themselves in lives of rural
villagers. They have realized the dependence of rural villagers on Kerosene
lamps despite their cost, indoor air pollution and contribution to causing a
fire. Their solution was to bring clean, safe and bright light to every rural
household. Their products which include a range of modular products such
as desk lights, portable lanterns and solar home systems were sold in about
60 countries and improving the lives of nearly 30 million people (D.light
design. 2018).
From the examples discussed above, it can be noticed that design
thinking can play a vital role in the development of programs, products and
systems. It can increase the adaptability of products. In the case of NEST
thermostat, through surveying their customers they found out that “99% of
those devices have schedules that save energy, as opposed to 11% before”
(Busari 2012).

THE RIPPLE EFFECT CONCEPT
The “ripple effects” is concept studied by researchers in the health
field. This concept addresses the behavioral interventions and its effect on
triggering multiple outcomes that are beyond the main target of the
behavior interventions (Wilson, 2015). These outcomes, in the behavioral
medicine field, include physical, psychological, and social health domains
across the lifespan of individuals. Numerous evidenced-based intervention
trials supported the existence of ripple effects. Some of these trials
involved interventions in obesity for children and adolescence, drug
prevention, diabetes and self-regulation of chronic diseases (ex. blood
pressure) (Davis et al., 2011; Eather, Morgan, & Lubans, 2013; Epstein et
al., 2008; Hillman et al., 2009; van Stralen et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009;
Zarrett, Skiles, Wilson, & McClintock, 2012). The findings of these studies
Showed evidence of ripple effect such as significant improvements in
memory, attention, executive functioning (ex. planning and decisionmaking) arising from more complex cognitive processing by using
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measures of neuroelectric changes during cognitive performance tasks and
self-regulation processes due to long-term adherence to healthy lifestyle
behaviors engagement (Ahn et al., 2013; Botvin, Gilbert J, Griffin,
Kenneth W, Paul, Elizabeth, Macaulay, Araxi, 2003; Botvin & Griffin,
2004; Botvin, Griffin, & Nichols, 2006; Gerber, 2006; Gorin et al., 2009;
Kerr et al., 2008; Mata et al., 2009; Powers, Olsen, Oddone, & Bosworth,
2009; Werch et al., 2007). In addition, positive decision-making enhanced
social and personal competence skills. These cascading effects across
physical, mental, and social outcomes of well-being can lead to a higher
return on investment (ex. less healthcare expenditure).
In view of energy efficiency can realize multiple benefits (i.e., ripple
effects) include increased productivity enhanced product quality, improved
system reliability and environmental compliance (Russell, 2015).
Enhanced learning is an example of such effects (Howard, 2016). Usually,
energy efficiency improvements focus almost exclusively on energy
savings. While other benefits are recognized in concept but not highly
portrayed. In Norway, a school installed tunable LED lighting. These are
considered human-centric lighting (HCL) that are known to promote health
and wellbeing (Wright, 2017). Lighting replacement additional benefits
can include (if lights with longer life are used CFL vs. LED) fewer
replacements and lower maintenance costs (Sullivan, Armel, & Todd,
2012). In the manufacturing process, monitoring energy can lead to
conservation of water and raw materials and reduced waste (ACEEE,
2015).

CONCLUSION
Energy consumption behavior change targeting achieving energy
efficiency is a field that spans over numerous fields including energy
economics, behavior change technology, behavior physiology and theories.
To create intervention programs that can be the adapted life style in the
future requires tremendous efforts specifically from the scientific
community. It has been shown throughout this chapter how this filed can
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benefit from other fields such as psychology, marketing, health and
education. Efforts are required to reduce the perception of psychological
barriers to change individual and societal behavior. Combinations of
voluntary, regulatory, and structural approaches must be incorporated in
interventions to ensure their adaptation and reap their fruition. More
research can be targeted to understand behavior science as in other fields to
device guidelines that can be developed to direct energy behavior towards
the favoured paths.
Several studies are available that benefit from behavior science and
theories in sustainability and environment perspective. Yet more specific
ones targeting energy conservation/efficiency are required. The
understanding of biases, behavior gaps, ripple effects and design thinking
concepts can feed into designing consumer (human) centered approaches
to come up with a comprehensive behaviorally informed design schemes
for developing energy systems, technologies, awareness campaign and
behavior interventions that can be adapted for a longer period of time or
even become a lifestyle.
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